uously

allows

him

to be

somebe

different. He enjoys the frequent change.
But, he said, “Maybe it’s just afi excuse,

so every couple of months 1 can. be

eee

~

S

someone else rather than me.”
Whien Lawrence was sent to fight in
Vietnam in 1969, he was a 19-year-old
~“grotriosed’kid:”* Whiett he returtied two

*oyéats

later, he “felt . . .50 years old. I

to fight for my own life and had to

kill to do it.
“You can’t go thtough (Vietnam) and
not have it affect you for the rest of your
life,” he said. “It affects the way I deal
with the rest of the world. 1 will athe or
less walk around for-the rest of my life
ready to defend myself wheriever
necessary.”
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Buyer's Choice
lst Time Buyer

College Grad Plan
Bel cette
and light trucks.

Eligible Vehicles:

cars

All new GM passenger cars

and light trucks.

Any individual purchasing or leasing
an eligible vehicle six months prior to,
or six months after college graduation.

In

verified

employment

and no history of bad

credit.

Customer Options:
Customers may choose one of the following

:
Equal monthly payments,

options, provided at no extra cost:

up to 60 months.

tape
) agains
Sonnet tive purchase
price
veluct
|
urchase
price ofof vehicle.
2. Upto

eer

day defferral of the ret payment.

eI
AI
ieeereereeemermeneesiniiie
7th and C street
Eureka

445-3114
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GET INVOLVED!

Run for Student Government Office
Many Positions Available:

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

Cheif executive of the A.S.
Initiates legisiation/has veto power over legislation

Chief Administrative Assistant to the President

Official representative of the A.S
Makes appoinment to over 35 University/A.S. Committees
Serves on University Resource, Planning, and Budget Committee
Board of Finance, Community Affairs Council,

Advisory member to all A.S. Committees

Assume Presidential duties in absence

Enterpr
Board ises
of Directors
Prose
all A.S.
cutes
code violations

Imstrucionally Related Activities Committee, A.S. Personnel Committee,

In chargeof A.S. publicity

Universtiy Center Board of Directors

Monthly stipend/one year- term

term
Monthly stipend one-year

Academic

COMMISSIONERS

Affairs

REPRESENTATIVES

Planning

Commissioner

Member: Academic Senate,

Commissioner

Curriculum

Committee, Chair: A.S. Acade
Affairsmic
Committee,

Report weekly to SLC

(4) Positions At-Large - electedby entire student body

nin.

Member: University Resource

Health, Educational & Professional

and Budget Committee,
Chair: A.S. Plan

And More.

Suhteniaal & Beata

Committee, Reports weekly to SLC

And More.

Programming
Commissioner

Student Affairs
Commissioner

,

Chair: Student Affairs Advisory Comittee

Reporte weekly to SLC

Reports
And
More.weekly to SLC

Community
Affairs
Commissioner

Studies

Natural Resources

Member: UC Board of Directors

And More.

teteaees

Science & Technology

Responsibilities of Representatives
&

maintain & rinimum of two ofhas Roore

week

nah
Attend weekly SLC meetings and SLC Class

Serve on at least two University A.S. Committees

Attend Club meetings/maitain open communiction

Chair: External Affairs Committee

Serve on Clty/University Liaison Committee

Petitions are now available in the A.S. Busi
Office
ness
NHE 112

_ Paid for by Associated Students
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union
not
able to exist next year.’’
tudent
ffairs
Commissioner
pare Price ont | "salen is 6 BO8-

oductive

hun

aide

entity
of student

touediok

and saw no rieed

-

“The accomplishments.of the stu-

dent employee union would make the

shortest story in the world.

coor-

dinator was getting $150 a month for

doing nothing,’’ Price said.

“‘Then he wanted to hire an assistant

to do nothing.’’

However,

A.S.

Vice President Al

Elpusan said of Schuster’s work offcampus, ‘‘it is absolutely wrong to say

the union has not done anything.”’

-_

Following his resignation, Schuster

said he regrets his involvement with 4

to do

with

my

The Fair Deal Initiative called on the

Student Legislative Council to allocate

hie

“‘It was his (Schuster’s) responsibili-

Rene naemdic cece
ty to put t
ea

by,”

a

. But then

oe

wor

Carbaugh said. aT

Schuster said the main reason for his

resignation was his observation that
the A.S. has ‘‘openiy violated rules and
constitutional provisions.’’
‘‘How much trust can I have with someone who doesn’t believe in rules and

$2,000 to create the union, $1,500 of

Charges in the presidential recall
‘‘are blatant lies,’’ Associated
—
President Terri Carbaugh
said.
During an unofficial meeting
yesterday,

Carbaugh

told

the Stu-

dent Judiciary reasons stated in the
petitions should be ‘‘facts not opinions.”’

The author of the petition, Ethan
Marcus,

denied

the

president’s

claim, arguing the judiciary could
rule only on the legitimacy of the
signatures.
“The constitution does not allow
for the disallowing of petitions on
the basis of veracity, only on the

basis

of

the

authenticity

of

the

signatures,’ Marcus said.

The recall clause of the A.S. Con-

stitution requires a petition have the
signatures of at least 10
ent of
the total student body
before the
judiciary can rule on its np
§
The panel counted a total of 597
signatures.
The A.S. president told the fiveoer panel ‘‘to define ‘legality’
rst.’”
‘People are signing petitions on
false pretense,’’ she said.
The judiciary, unable to take official action, decided to discuss the
term in question with its adviser and

= rule on the recall petition Thursy.

:

Students call for vote on fee hike
Despite HSU President Alistair
McCrone’s move to send the $35
University Center fee increase proma directly to the chancellor’s of, the students have called for a

vote on the fee increase initiative.
The Student Legislative Council

and a recently dra

student peti-

tion call for a student vote on the

“a
ice President for Student Affairs Edward ‘‘Buzz’’ Webb said the
president is not required to ask for a
student vote if the proposal ‘is
geared to maintain existing programs.
The council resolution asked the

Associated Students to adequately

entre of tad Seely
1 te

the
nature
increase

or

It also asked the
president to
Pr Bry» Acton
tion of the
increase until after
a student vote has been accounted
or.

:

The author of the petition,
Ethan

Marcus, has submitte
to the d
Stu-

dent Judiciary a total of 686
signat
— more than
ure
the number
s
required in the A.S. Constitution.
due to the unofThe judiciary,
will not
fical status of its
until
be able to rule on the

=

Carbaugh questions legality of recall

rs ean

Special electio

Ean

established next year. Retucci, an education graduate student,ooo
serves

nothing

SOT

b like Don Retuce!, who works In the JGC, may not have

earn 84-an-hour If the student employee union

has

job . . . it is all political.’
Ini last April’s A.S. elections, voters
approved an initiative which called for
the creation of a student employee
union, whose purpose was to lobby for
$4-per-hout base pay for all campus
employees and to create a task force
which would research employee input
in administrative decisions.

catalan
> eet

“It

ddésn’t

preys

> student government “which
represent the studénts,’’

4— The Lumberjack, Wednesday, March 18, 1987

A.S. amendment questioned
By Jetf Lundquist
of a recentl
to

the

sed

Racortates

also centered on the counImembers’ apparent lack of interest
semester’s task forces, parone attempting to organize a

um on ‘‘the future of HSU.”’
amendment eliminated a controversial section of the
ed
constitution that would have allowed
the SLC to change the constitution

with a two-thirds majority vote of the

members present and inserted a
clause that
it mandatory for all
in the
constitution to go
before a student vote.
Carbaugh said in order for an
amendment to an adopted proposal
to be valid it must meet one Of several
requirements in the A.S. Code.
it must either include the signatures

of at least three members of the SLC
as co-authors, have been approved by
a

t

of

the

associated

stueenWor R hi panied by a petition signed by a minimum of 10 HSU
students.
Carbaugh

said

the

amendment

didn’t meet any of those requirements
nor was it submitted to her in writing
seven days before the meeting as required by the A.S. Code.
“AS

a

dent

I have

to be in

charge.
ey haven’t given me
= ing to vote for or against,’’ she
said.
Student
Affairs
Commissioner
Darin Price, who made the motion,

said he was amending a valid amend-

ment originally made
Freshman
Dorm
Rep. Lou Richards and
therefore did not need to meet the requirements of the code.
In the end, the argument boiled
down to a question of semantics.
Science Rep. Theron Turner, who
acts as parliamentarian for the council, ruled that though the proposal
had been approved by the council it

has not been adopted by the students
and could be amended
without
meeting the code requirements.

Federal student aid cuts

proposed by president
.*
student

1e

nt reduction in federal
aid ‘‘will cut grants to all but

neediest,”

plemental

Grants

‘The code has priority.
No doubt about it.’
—Terri Carbaugh
A.S. President
‘*The code has

priority. No doubt

about it. Absolutely no doubt,’’ Carbaugh said.

Carbaugh

said she may

consider

taking
the case
to the student
judiciary
but will wait to see ‘‘how it
all weighs out.’’

Carbaugh

had complained

to the

council that their lack of involvement
with this semester’s task forces was

severely limiting their effectiveness.
Some council members argued the
task forces are unorganized and the
members aren’t sure what they are
supposed to be doing.
“I’m willing to work on it but I’m.
not sure what I’m supposed to do,”’
said
Freshman
Dorm
Rep
Lou
Richards. ‘‘If someone would tell me
‘you’re supposed to get the punch
and cookies’ or whatever, I’d do it.’’

Education

Secretary

iam J. Bennett said last week.
That is the budget
proposal for student aid: A $4.5-billion allocation
compared to last year’s $8.2-billion.
The California State Student
Association Perspective reported the
major cut proposed by the president is
the elimination of all funding for
campus-based financial aid, which includes College Work Study, Supand

Education

National

Opportunity

Direct

Student

Loans.
Bennet told the statewide student
organization newsletter the reductions,

which will require the remainder of
those needing financial assistance to
pay higher interest rates, will not stop
poe from attending college.
‘“What we’re doing is foyn
to people ‘there’s as much access as there ever

was, but you’re the beneficiary. You’re
going to pay for it,’ ’’ Bennett said.
In a televised response to President

Reagani’s ae of the Union

Address,

House Speaker Jim
Wright disagreed.
He argued
inctéased,
decreased
support for education is needed to

reverse the
de
status of the
United States in the world economy.
“The president’s budget

assistance and would make
tually

impossible

for

cuts student

about

e virthree

million young Americans who want to

go to college,”’ he said.
According

to

U.S.

Congressman

Mario Biaggi, senior member of the
House Education and Labor Committee, these cuts represent an unacceptable decrease in the federal commitment to education.
‘‘Last year Congress passed, by an
overwhelming majority, the Higher
Education Amendments of 1986, reaffirming
Congressional understanding
that
education is essential to our nation’s future,’ Biaggi said. ‘‘The administration budget ignores the importance of education and therefore
should be ignored.’’

New telephone system plan
under review by chancellor
A draft of preliminary specifications
for HSU’s new

hone system, pro-

jected to cost $4.2 million, is being
reviewed by the Chancellor’s Office
and the State Office of Procurement.
Don Mild, director of information
systems planning and development,
said the request is close to
being ac-

cepted. If accepted, specifications for

underground conduit and cable lines
on
HSU’s spread-out campus are
oo
in part, for the system’s
high price, he said.
The state’s communication fund will
rovide funding for the new system. It
s tentatively expected to be paid for
over a 10-year period in monthly
payments of $35,000.
A copy of the 350-page draft of the

the ~~ should be sent to bidders in
April. But HSU’s remote location
might deter some of the estimated 20

system’s specifications is available for

contractors to be solicited for the job,

for al

Mild said.

review at the
Digital

Library reserve desk. Ask

ee for Proposals: Integrated

Voice-Data

Communications

Installation and the creation of new

On sale af Kinke’s:
Fras

KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
51,00 $1.20
$1.80 $2.30

cet
fa

Ymicroee
‘Amicrods
Also sold in 10-packs

_inko's:
Two of Humboldt's finest accomodations
3rd and L Streets, Eureka 445-1390
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Administrative

pot

state-funded auxiliary

in requiring the editor of « student

Japanese

Fo

Restaurant

; aie See ye

a

.
* Quick take out service and traditional dining

Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning,
Nitrous gas-stereo sound,
Mercury-free fillings and

1225 B St. 822-5105

State

Trustees’ position was unconstitutional

Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom

Emergency Care

the

which bars

Schwartz, ruled the CSU Board of

year.

this
his invention

of

| SATUS. |p derat judge, Edward

depending on their size, are hand-made and run on their own
w"Schluster te

t

editots of CSU fewspapets,

—Blizabeth Reuben-Mackay
tp

was

Rathbone, like 11 of the 19

i

.

Za

Rathbone

Suspension by CSU-SD President
ThomasB. Day for printing unsigned
ents.
Liab,
political e ndorsem

HOURS
|

Tue-Thu 11:30-2:00 & 5:00-9:00

Fri-Sat

11: :90-8:00 & 6:00-10:00

739 10th Street. Arcata

Just 100 paces from the theaters |

‘@@

that float
or stick

to the tub when wet

for bath time fun,

booMme in 4 pases

set.

More
tub fun:

Tub trucks with

feenng Pore
© Wet-bets

(alphabet)
e Wet-pets

« Chackabiad
¢ Dinosaur Egg Soap
© Water Wind-up Toys

© Pop-out Towels&

Washcloths with

Animal Designs

1031 H St., Arcata

_ 822-3450
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Profes

in Russian
ou“
. Yes, Virginia, there are communist
trees. Recently, one HSU
fessor traveled to the Soviet Union

study them.

Retired Resource Planning

terpretation Professor Rud

and In-

Beck-

ing, we ons
pee
eee a
jong-h
ream when he
ipated
last semester in a U.S.-USSR
scientific
exchange program.
He spent most of his three-month
stay around the Black Sea, studying
‘red’? redwoods and equally communist vegetation. Becking wasn’t just
interested in plant life, however. He
traveled to Leningrad, Moscow, Talin

Becking is not

Wednesday March 18th 8PM — Midnight
Tennessee Mud!
featuring Jack Daniels!

free

what

The

they

in

the

n

ng

eee ,

Ss

ec

ing

through their

joint knowled

of the two

anguages and German.

einer is ces inter Uae

attitude of the Soviet press and
citizenry
was
**very
negative. ..toward
the United
States,’ Becking said.
“The Russians were di
nted in
the — oe B pw
to make
concessions,
but, of course, there was

io response from the Americans.”

ate
Fil oF eauitinae thoes the
ussian

an

with

e

Russian

were

a

No one under 21

Arcata

ntists

fluent

i

he

through

their

joint

of the two languages and

His most memorable multilingual

and the Yalta region to meet with
scientists, some of whom he said he has

corresponded
years.
Then,

with for as long as 10

of course,

there

were

visits

Becking said many

their food over a campfire, and the
Soviets asked him questions about the
United States as t
sat under the

stars.
‘They would ask: How do we live?
What do we do on the weekends? What
Continued on next page

$1.25 a bottle OR $2.00 and keep a

865 9th St.

not

English, Becking said they were able to

communicate

Thursday March 19th 8PM — Midnight
South Pacific!
The Best of Paradise

‘See You Thursday

.
of Pravda

experience was camping in the
field
with Soviet scientists. They cooked

Soviet citizens he met were ‘‘afraid to

FREE munchies: 8FT of Deli
Sandwich!

the

Presidents Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail
Gorbachev sparred at the Reykjavik
summit talks in Iceland. As such, the

worked

said they were able to

S.P. Glass!

likes

in

. Although, Becking is ve fluent in

gs wr ae

with red laymen.

,

ri

rine

communicate

“Thursday Night
Special” =

a

besides

in hi

United States, though.

:

wemememenencesencennenencnena==

!

ON NTE
ENEWS
scientists he

Russian
ent

JD Coffee Mugs

a ems
raion
ated ean ees

Notural Foods Cofe
Umque in Humboldt County

’

’

Monday-Saturday © Lunch 11:30-8:00 © Dinner 3:00-8
:00

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata © 822-0360

ry

Ps

The Black Sea redwoods
retired
Last semester he went to tre bovtet Union

Resource Planning

to study the cousins of our

® Continued
from previous page
pe you oor Be i
are ex-

remely intere
n what
is happening
in the United States.’
Although Becking was able to travel
throughout the Soviet Union, he said
Soviets’ movements are restricted.
Their scientists are not even permitted
e a
freely to gather information,
“They do excellent work, but they
work under very difficult conditions.
Their government gives them about the

equiv.

t of $40 a year to buy trade

ournals and books,’’ he said. ‘(The
iets) are constrained because they
do not know what is gd
in the

Western world scienti

y.

c

“They are eager to know, and my

sition is that I tell them everything I

now.”’
Becking brought slides of the United

States for presentations he gave at
various scientific institutions. He also
gave

them

literature about

American

science.

Although Becking was
to
keep any Soviet literature, he said he
was permitted to take notes and
photographs of what he saw.
He spent the a
ae of his time
studying redwoods in the
Black Sea,
but Becking said it was difficult fi
him because he was not permittedto
a oy one place for more than two
weeks.
‘*Usually it was only one week,” he
said. ‘‘It is kind of hard to do it that
way because there’s an adjustment process — you have to get to know the
ropes.’’

Hair Shop
<< Student price: Men$8 Women $10
Appointments not always necessary

KENNOLYN CAMPS
eae

tee

Thursday,
19th
8:00 AM-5:00PM |

SUMMER STAFF

See Placement Office
for further informatiori

“Best Deal in Town”
Wash

Here,

Dry FREE!!!
M-Th 6:00 -9:00

Sun 12:00 - 5:00

Open 7-9 Daily

5000 Valley West Center

822-1181

i
found a hew oordinat
have been able to

ot

draft a proposal in

time, she said.
to see that there
“it is disappointing
resignation,’ Arcata Cit
is another

Vitter Creen said.”
ts eeibmeeunet

Green, who re €8.a liaison of the

city council to the SLC, sees the union
accomplishr

both ways.

On one hand, he said, **1 don’t think

oe

plished’’

concrete was

by the student employee union.
He said Schuster ‘‘did a lot more

off-campus
work
have.”

than

He
(Schuster)
complished more

could have
by working

he

should

acon-

campus, Green said.

On the other hand, the former coordinator’s action in going
public in his
support for a base pay increase has
educated the students on the benefits
‘Student

38

ft

Gest

is no union,’’ she said
a program without people to

the union only fought to .
minimum

t
oe

;

on
of the multitude
eee

:
of

affairs commissioner,
shed a
fora

ae

... that’s

the

power of the union.’’
Commenting
on the charges,
Schuster said it has been a slow,
behind-the-scenes process.
He said his work in the past year has

been centered
on trying to establisha
state-wide union.
has talked with
National

Education

Association

representatives about the idea and ‘‘the
association was receptive to the idea
and passed a proposal to the
slative eee a
eee
.
groundw
s being
» he
said. The process entails the necessity
of ‘‘a core support group to back up

the union.’’ He said in the event of a
confrontation with the administration,
the union would be better off with the
of a national organization that
backing

could give it factual credibility and free
assistance.
“*There’s all kinds of benefits from

it,” he said, ‘‘and you don’t have to
pay for it.’’

Although Schuster said he will con-

tinue his work on his own, Carbaugh

said the union does not have a chance
to continue its operations unless
somebody assumes the vacated position.

She said opening the position under

of a union, he said.

Elpusan said a lot of pr
has
been made in the building of the pro—
foundation. Schuster’s efforts
n trying to gain su
for the union
from the NEA, the California Teachers
Association and the Arcata City Coun.
a benefit future coordinators, he
said.
“You truly cannot evaluate an
organization by its first year... you
need a track record,’’ he said.
The only problem he saw was
‘Schuster may have faltered in communicating
to
the
SLC
the
achievements of the union.’’

Pizza, beer,
popcorn,
sandwiches and
wine are served.

Breakfast served
Monday through

Friday from

7:30am-10:00am
1 egg, hashbrown,
and 2 pieces of

Live entertainment

featured on

toast for $1.75

Wednesdays

plus daily specials

and Fridays.
st

Monday thro ug » Toeete
Friday 7:30am-8:

flooro}
7: 30am -10:30pm
&

Sunday Spm-9pm

The iaseal
UNAM
ty.
Hardin said the strike was successful in that the students accomplished at least two-thirds of

strators

ticle

“elm

oe
,

6

increase

was

a thy ge bg
se
in

‘ac

early

t

February

an-

by

g

- doubled for the university

has a

of implications for students
t
here at HSU. What a radical not
to think of students getting the en-

tire budget doubled.’
Officials

of

the

UNAM

also

agreed there would be no reprisals

against striking students.

® Continued trom page 5
Consolidation rejected
Humboldt County officials last week
rejected a revamping of elections by
denying the request of nine school
districts to hold their elections along
with other general, municipal or

rRbantChay Cork Lou L

‘oun
ou Leeper
said the consolidation of elections
wouldn’t be feasible because there isn’t
e
room on the ballot for all
tes and measures, making a

second ballot necessary.

Also, new ‘‘votomatics’’ (machines
used inside the booths to punch ballot
cards) would need to be installed,
—— the county $6,000 in materials
alone,
venor
of the venture say a
consolidation of elections would
increase voter turnout for school
district positions and bond measures.
The county
board said it will discuss

cost sharing of the venture if it is
brought up again.

Trails require renovation
Some trails in Arcata’s community
forests are severely damaged and need

to be closed, according to city officials.
City Manager Rory Robinson asked
the city council to authorize personnel
to close overused pathways.
ih council responded by approving

forest management

be able to bar the public frees trails
Robinson
saidee the
approval
a+ 6
he ole
F
8®

to

insisted

reforms

were needed to rescue the
stitutions from declining

yao

increase in the universi-

”

es

i

quality.

_. ty budget.
The budget

only

5 tate universities thronghoet 2

their objectives including the creation of a university co
s with

broad student representation and a

is a system
leditiesions

in-

However, one news magazine ar-

recently

reported

declining

academic quality may be due in part
to teachers who ate poorly prepared

to teach at the university level.
Only
30
percent
have
a
degrees, and another
O percent are without a

at

all, the Christian Science

Monitor

reported. |
he Monitor report further stated
the average monthly salary of a
eae rag oor i and many
rs are for
oO supplement.
their income elsewhere.

restrictive because it allowed
management
to exercise the new
authority.
Arcata Mayor Thea Gast said she
was informed the Janes Road Trail has

been damaged

by horses and would

take $2,000 to $3,000 to repair.

Contra aid voted down
Rep.
Wednesday

Douglas
to

Bosco
deny

voted

U.S.

last

military

assistance to the pon tng
gaan
The House voted to freeze the
million final installment of $100
million approved for Nicataguan
rebels last year.
Bosco said there are alternate ways
for the United States to
promote
democracy
and security in
agua
instead of funding the rebellion.

New hope for hostages
Shiite militia leader Nabih Berri
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Mexico
war, and people tended to identify

with

and, in particular,

their government

the. constitution

of 1917, which became the rallying
point
said,

for

all

Mexicans,’’

Arroyo

He said students in 1968 were
reaffirming the best traditions of the
revolution.

Many.

of

President

the
Diaz

1968
Ordaz

policies

of

mirrored

those of the dictator Diaz 58 years
before.

“Economic
development
had
been finaficed out of the backs of
the
people by denying social services
to the majority of Mexicans,’’ Arroyo said. ‘‘It was very clear that in
Mexico there existed widespread in-

equality in distribution of income.’’

He said it was the students who
began questioning the priorities of

the Ordaz administration.
“it
pron

was out of the national
gs that some of eo er

were able to see the disc

ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT.

“With
the “Olympics coming
closer, the government was. very
much interested in putting down any

® Continued from page 9
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"Gare fast
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benefiting a few,’’ he said.

conflict,’ he said. ‘In turn
motivated
the
students
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ing
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Secondary Teachers (7-12)

to

Organize.”’
Arroyo said by 1968 the students

threaten-

the biological sciences, the

_

Persanel inerviews for quaitied

overn-

have joined forces with the right-ofcenter National Action Party
(PAN).
Arroyo said the burden of Mexico’s
high inflation rate and
devaluation of currency since the |
mid °70s has fallen ree
tionately upon the working
‘
and many of those middle class peo-
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ment, and, in effect, the
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evolutionary Party (PRI).
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rule of the PRI in 1987 as man
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veteran

the Vietnam War between 1!
1975 fought in combat. Most veterans,
however, are affected in some way
PTSS.
There
is no comm

2

.

6

denominator, though, relating to the
frustrations, Jones said. Veterans did
not receive support from Americans
nor the military after they returned
from the war, and the lack of

surfaced in subcons cious ways.
‘Usually, in 16 to 18 years, it starts
coming up. Most don’t think (the pro-

blems) are Vietnam, That’s the last

thing they’d think of,’’ he said.

The thought didn’t cross Jones’
mind for more than

15 years. -

® Continued
on next page
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National
Nutrition
Month!!!
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Cheeses!
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cific Rice

CRISPY
CAKES

“The Real Food Stores”

:

California

“T|

Strawberries

j-

Large

69°.

3 Varieties
=

Fresh Local

ROCK COD
Only
Reg. 3.09 Ib.

$249

First Street
Food Co-op
‘Fri. - Mar. 20th - 3:30-5:30
Arcata Co-op

auliflower 89...

+| iwis...<..c+...d SO

Sample
one of nature's
most nutritious foods.
Thur. - Mar. 19th - 3:30-5:30

rT

(|

And White
Rice is Really Nice!
Basmati

White Rice....... Ft
Par-Boiled

White Rice..........
Enriched

Bin Price Only
4 5 ¢

bb.
Bin Price Only

White ice... BinDOPriceD Onlyfe

my

.”’ He took on dangerous
ac-

tivities, such as ‘‘catching rattlesnakes
for recreation.’”” He married and

His behavior was often unptedictable. ‘‘One day in 1979, I said, ‘Take
this job and shove it...’ filed for a
divorce, got my canoe and tent and livpy oe es woods by a lake for a year and
a
:
When he moved back to mainstream
society, Jones found a job with the
Social Security office and moved to
Eureka.

After

seeing

the

,
movie,

Jones

worked to start a rap group in Eureka

JAMBALAYA
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ARCATA’S FAVORITE BAR AND
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973
ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE
WED. MAR. 18 ee
THUR. MAR..19
FRI. & SAT.
MAR. 20 & 21
SUN.

©

9pm

$1

— Mary McClas
and Jimin
Ringer
9pm. $3
“20°

MAR. 22 — Tony DerinDuo
g

MON. MAR.

9pm

FREE

23 — Blue Mondawith
y
Earl Thomas Band
9pm $1

915 H Street (by the Plaza)
Open daily at noon—Sundays at 4 p.m.

—

Tacos (beef and chicken) f
Taco Salad
Burritos
Next to the Sweet Shoppe

in the University Center
HOURS
—

Wes
_ HOURS
-Th 6:00 -9:00 Sun 12:00
- 5:00
KINKO’S

COpIe
ie

March 18, 1987
yiack, Wednesday,
——

- All Mountain
Bikes!

Everything!

reg. 26:08

Cate-Eye Mirror.........
Rowing Machine........
Patch Kits ........0000Lyca GloveS..........5.

Lowest Price Anywhere!
|

Toe ClipS .......eereees
Handle Bar Packs.......

$9§°8

Oakley Glasses.........
Coll Cables .........005

7.98
2.98
5.98
4.98
279.
1.50
16.98
4.98
39.98
59.98
3.98
59.98
7.98
2.98
7.98

2.98
26.98
3.98

00 Many To List!

SHOP

EARL

¥

Ne oF
Boo

Bottle and Cage .........

Avocet Bike Computer

. All Cannondales
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Cycling Jerseys
Cycling Shorts
Touring Shorts

HELMETS!

*10
14%
12%
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“In recent months, the problems of Old Town's

BY CHRIS WALLINE
Prostitution is a career. There is a demand for the
exchange of sex for money, and there have always been
people willing to fill that demand.
Reactions toward prostitution cover a wide range. At
one extreme of the spectrum are the abolitionists who

te

elements ofthat ple

Times-Standard editorial said.

positon,

te ae

Some Old Town merchants question both the
ee
Maar
scope
os
of the problem

would like to see the end of the profession. And at the
other end there are those who feel prostitution should be
treated like any other business.

ounor of The Werks, chek ts tecnbanrauen
Third and D streets, the hottest corner in Eureka.
"They don't bother me and they don't bother my

ee
are people who suggest that prostitution is not a
problem for Old Town and even those who urge
The Eureka Times-Standard has led the abolitionists
march.
In September, the Times-Standard printed, in a
front page story, the names of 10 johns and three
prostitutes
arrested in a police sweep.
That was the first time the paper had printed the
names of the prostitute's customers.
Both the ethics and the efficacy of this practice are
being addressed by parties from all sides of the
prostitution issue.
Jerry Post, the Times-Standard's managing editor,
defended
the printing of the names.
"The intent was to zero in on the offense," Post said.
In an editorial the Times-Standard explained that under
the law there is no distinction between the two sides of
the the sex-for-money exchange.
"They are both (prostitutes and johns) being arrested
for the same offense. It wasn't right
to just print the
names of one side," Post said.
The Times-Standard
has only printed the namesof
prostitutes
prior to this decision.
The Times-Standard,
Post said, does not print the

names of other misdemeanor offenders "unless they (the
crimes)
are bizarre."
In Santa Rosa, the Press Democrat was faced with
makinga similar decision last summer. A police sweep
had netted over 50 prostitutes and johns. The city
government was putting pressure on the. Press Democrat
to run the names of all those arrested.
"“The.city was clearly using us," Press Democrat
Editor Mike Parnam said. In a decision involving the
entire editorial staff, the Press Democrat elected to not
run any of the names.
The paper has a policy of not running the names of
misdemeanor offenders except when public figures are
involved. The board decided they wanted to continue to
woes
an
Se es ee
eae ee
blic figure been involved, Parnam said, the
coment that person may have been different.

However, tis Pitts Dematent soneldened the effect

publication could have on the lives of the private
citizens arrested in the sweep. "You have to realize you
have lives out there you are dealing with and weigh these
“teks on

ee

wi

The members of the Eureka Business Improvement
District
in Old Town feel the problem they would prefer
the police and media address, agen Bong
dealing. The violence surrounding
that trade disturbs
customers
and tourists.
"For all the noise made by the police and the TimesStandard, we didn't
see the
they were really
after

getting the heat we had hoped for." Glass called the
prostitutes
an easy and highly visible target.

"Prostitution is a minor irritatant compared to the
criminal element and drug users," Glass said.
There are bigger problems for the police than chasing

hookers, agreed Daniel Ollivier, owner
of the Ritz
peleing. Ollivier has been in business in Old Town
for
years,

The prostitutes
do not affect Olliviers business, "If
they were in front of my place they would hurt my

business,” he said, explaining that he asks the

prostitutes
to move on down the street.
"I think legalized prostitution would probably solve

the problem," Ollivier said.

While sharing the sentiment that the exchange of sex

for money was not inherently
evil, Kevin Boynton,
—_
owner
of Abraxax, has complaints
about the
“It angers me that prostitution is as free (here) as it
is," Boynton said, "I think it's really bad for Eureka" for
tourists to see prostitutes all over, he said.
Boynton compared Eureka to other towns where there
are districts where prostitutes are both expected and
accepted. Here, he said, they are a block away from the
"normal
part of town."
Boynton has been in business in Old Town since
prosti
Now, he knows all the regulars and chases them away
from the front of his store. If Boynton is not at the

eee

Police sweeps and extended newspaper coverage have
Uenay Ge Eerehe poecteasen cone ap Geaeenpy

Re

The abolitionists have been visible in Eureka lately

reason — money.
OTs coy B nem, tas
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to work less and enjoy more free time.
Please see ILLUSION
page 19

i Multitude of careers possible
solve problems."
"Why not do as a vocation what you like as an
avocation?"
he asked.
Johnson, former secretary of resources under Gov.
Jerry Brown, spoke at the Energy Conference on March
"(In America) we have the advantage of being able to
7 to a Kate Buchanan Room full of energy enthusiasts
do what we choose,"
he said.
under the guise of conservationist.
He said doing what you want is not always easy. In
That is his present career. Who knows what it will be
fact, you must sacrifice. What you sacrifice is a high
tomorrow?
salary.
"I try to start a new career every five years,"
he said. "I
Johnson said the main thing about any career or
do it for the challenge.
and the fear of failure."
lifestyle
is that you are comfortable
and happy.
In the past 25 years, Johnson has been true to his
word. He has had careers ranging from food packaging
For students, he said the best way to get the ideal job
salesman at Union Carbide to conservationist to
is to volunteer. He said students who want to work in a
politician.
certain field should work for free for a company or
Then, in 1984 Johnson founded the New Renaissance
organization in that field. He saidif you want
to change
Center in Sausalito. The center is a think-tank for
careers or are searching for the ideal job, then you must
enviromental problems.
be willing to learn something new.
— Greg Kerstetter
"I work with ideas,” he said. "I look for the ideas that
a

ee
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Tax Sheltered
uities

$5.50. Learn what the President
forgot!

How

Story, by John Stockwell,
former

you can save on taxes

and build a retirement
nest egg

Chief CIA Angola task force,

$8.95

Frank J. Jewett.
Ph.D.
Tuesday, March 24
4:00 p.m.

Wednesday,
March 25
Noon

Nelson
Hall 119

417

SECOND
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SUITE
204, EUREKA
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According to the Kinsey

adult white males purchase the services of a prostitute at
some time in their lives. Fifteen to 20 percent are

the exchange of sex and money between
consenting adults. It would allow prostitutes to operate
like any other business
person.

-

a victimless crime. It

really isn't. The

women themselves
are victims
of the crime.’.

In Nevada, no prostitute is allowed to live in the

said.
cor
stables. However,
pimping is defined by law as deriving income from a
prostitute, so boyfriends and husbands fall under the

The circuit of the ‘60s and "70s does not exist. Outside
ht
gua
lata dla
E

the demand
for

Open DaillyM—F

Sat.
Sun.
cd

i

£

three to four men waiting at the corner of Third and D
streets for hookers to return from their previous
appointment.
Police sweeps are organized periodically. "If we let it
slide without enforcement, the girls get very aggressive.
We try to make them more discreet," Harpham said. It's
not something the police pay a lot of attention to
unless:
laints start.

community in which she works and may not be seen in
the company of a man on the streets or even in a
Decriminalization, Alexander
said, would give women
the right to make up their own minds about whether or
not to work as prostitutes and “under what terms."
Control, she said, would be in the hands of the
prostitutes rather than the police, pimps or customers.

2p.m.— 2 am.
11am. —2 a.m.
10 a.m. — Midnight
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Surfs Up!!!
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Here
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A California Beach p

California Coolers
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orange, tropical punch, original,
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levada On Tap
¢ Meat Or Vegetarian

$1

come dressed for the beach!

nerf volley ball
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Free Lecture

“‘The Mesozoic Geologic
Evolution of the Northern
California Coast Ranges’’
by
HSU Scholar of the Year
Dr. Kenneth Aalto

Hanson's Apple Juice 24 02 filtered

Professor of Geology

Ragu

' Thursday, March 19, 1987
5 p.m.
Kate Buc hanan Room
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Gold

Modal Flour ss.

Thomas English Muffins 12 px
Beans 160:
| Las Palmas Refried

Humboldt State University

Al Minute
Maid OJ]. sce cumes

2/$3
$1.89
79¢
$1.99
2/$1
89¢

49¢/Ib It
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STYLING

8622-5720
Comerof 12th & G Streets, Arcata

Walking Distance From HSU

3 Blocks North of Arcata Plaza
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and receive

Mike ‘Spumoni"Manetas
«Brooks A Otis
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Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women’

_601 FIFTH STREET, DOWNTOWN EUREKA

Day
Day, 0:08 p.m.
tage mecenahe Women Artists in
presentati
12-1on,
p.m., YWCA,
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p.m.,

woumanore
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See,
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Goserptens

Volunteers,

3

p.m.,

1

aon, ME 140,

Writing
YWCA:

David Read and
9 a.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall

FILM

—

Arcata: The Morning After, 7:45 p.m. and §2

Women's

oe

Son, 7 p.m. —

St.,

pt.

Dance

ooc,

Workshop:

students, $3.50

Poetry Reading:

general

formal Discussion,

,11
$2.50

Dennis Browne,

2-3 p.m.,

Goodwin

7-9 p.m., YWCA,

2-6

in

730 H

for all faculty and

Students
staff, hosted by the
Union, 7-9 p.m., Goodwin Forum. For more information , call 822-5027.

EVENTS
Modern, 9-11 a.m., inaennediats
Van Duzer Theater.
am. to 1 ft

€

Women

Local

Month:

History

Politics, discussion,

, 8:40 p.m.

Gan, OE

ree.

in-

Forum;

Reading, 8:15 p.m., Founders Hall 162. Free.
Play: student one-acts, Generic Male and
Home Away, & p.m., Gist Theater.$1

student, $1 50 genera

Live Stand-Up
, 8:30 p.m.,
House Theater, 2nd and C streets, Eureka.
students, $7.60 general. For more information,
call 442-2334.

SPORTS
Women’s Tennis: at Shasta College, 2 p.m.

oy

Study,

noon,

SLC Chambers,

Nelson

:

SPORTS

Women’s Tennis: Reno Tournament, all day.

WORKSHOPS
and Psychological Services: Person
Counseling

ee

toe 23:60 pm

Stides and Descriptions
3 p.m., NHE 119.
tes
Workshop, noon,

“21 ]

Returned
Hunting
NHE 119.:

SATURDAY
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emtatey’: The Bold

Ones Old Town Bar & Gril:
: Francis Vanek
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Poetry Contest, Spring
contest

bs

offers

;

call Ste
and open to the public. To register,

A disabled women’s support
will meet
ih the Brak ane wre TRursdane of ©
month at
t of7-9 p.m. at the Humboldt Access
fices,
712
4th
St.,
Eureka.
For
more
information, call Lynne at 448.

i
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g
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Family Focus needs volunteers to develop
or teen parents. For more information, call Youth
Educational Services at 826-4965.

!n Tin is a tin can exhibit featuring over 100 examples of colorful cans and tin boxes made from

the 18808

to 1980 at the Clarke Memorial

Museum, 240 E St., Eureka, through May 5.

ALL-CLUB
LEADERSHIP
WORKSHOPS!
A series of new leadership workshops designed
to strengthen your leadership skills and open
new doors for your club or organization.
This two week series covers many different topics
and is open to any and all club members,
officers
and advisors. Attend as many or as few
as you wish...The choice
is yours!
Tues.

Wed.
Thur.
Mon.

Tues.
Wed.

3/17 Making Meetings Work
3/18 ine and Outs of Commurniction
3/19 Getting
Cashs (Fund Raising)
3/23 1001 Resources Available

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Slemens 128
UC Anthenaeum
Siemens 116
UC Club Room

Meetings
3/24 Planning Successful Events

7:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.
700 p.m.

UC Club Room

7:00 p.m.

Located in the Valley West Mall
822-7812
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Applications are available at the
Associated Students office.
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For more information, conact the club coordinators
officeat ext. 3357
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By Reohel Stepner
writer

long — because
you have to be at home

“Looking Back, Reaching Forward:
Expressions in Quilt Making,”’ now on

display in HSU’s Reese

proves quilts
anymore.

aren’t

just

The exhibit features
wallhangings and clothing

collected

for

beds

bed quilts
created an

by members and associates

the Redwood Empire Quilters

of

of

Eureka.
Quilts of all sizes in familiar patchwork designs, as well as abstract
three-dimensional creations were
selected for the exhibit by local
uiltmakers and collectors Jan
ostley, Bonnie Beck, Dixie McBride
and Ann Seemann.
For some, a quilt serves its best purpose as a decorative bed cover.
for
many, the time and effort that go into
the making of a quilt make it far too
precious to be used as an everyday
spread.
Take Ramona
Vallee’s ‘‘Double
Wedding Ring,’’ for example. The 84
inch by 94 inch traditional
quilt took
Vallee two years to make, with threeand-a -half months spent just piecing it
together.
“It’s got 2,000 ~—

all hand-stitched.

the a

in it, and it’s

The hardest part was

Vallee said.

When Vallee makes a quilt shé' cuts

the pieces out at home ahd, knowing
how she wants the quilt to look, takes

the pieces with her wherever she goes.
“‘T take the pieces with me when I’m

in the car, when traveling, when I go to

the doctor’s office and on my lunch
break at work.

But the quilting itself all has to be

done at home and that’s why it takes so

ioe sod

ring

Vv

quilt to her parents for their

wedding
selected

anniversary

in

1980.

She

muted colors typical of that

era in order to make it look old.

‘1 loved making the quilt. And you
erg AR ag A Anal n Aor
rg

so much faster arid it’s easier

to

do,”’

ne the m odern 1 quilts quilts inin the ex“i ong
hibit is a 90 inch by 95 inch wallhang-

ing titled ‘‘Kiro
Shiro,’’ by Katie Pasquini, which won Best of Show at the

International Quilt Festival (1986) held
annually in Houston.

Pasquini’s quilt was inspired by her

recent quilt-teaching visit to oo
from
Many of the fabrics used are

Japan,

including

pieces

silkscreened

with Japanese writing characters.
Jan Costley, exhibition chairwoman,

said that quilts and comforters ate;
although both used as bed coverings,

entirely different in construction.
‘‘& quilt is made up of the cover, or
top, atid the back, with batting in between, Stitches hold the three layers
a
and that’s what makes it a

quilt.

‘‘A& lot of people mistake comforters
for quilts. Comforters are just tack
or tied —
When you've got t
quilting stitches to hold the three layers
—
then it’s a quilt,’’ Costley
said.
The elaborate hand-stitching that
went

into so many

of the pieces on

display is one reason why

used as decorative
covers.

most will be

wallhangings

and

Please see QUILTS page 24

That,” Cooked in oie 1007s :

Margaret Hargrave

Harper combines music, storytellin
Stree
Patrick Ball is making a name for oe
Age
Music” that’s over 200 years

ti

“New

Ball is a harper. That is, he

plays a Celtic harp

like those played in Ireland in the 17th century.
|
Ball is also a storyteller. Hé weaves the magic of

ancient Ireland into his performances by combining
both of his talents.
A harper, Ball explained at a concert last year, is
one who plays a folk harp. A harpist is one who
. plays a concert harp. ‘‘They sound equally

‘a | ftepulsive,”’ he volunteered.
oa
4

But Patrick Ball didn’t set out to be a Celtic
harper-storyteller. Events just led him in that
direction

After completing a master’s degree in British

history at Dominican College in San Rafael, Calif.,
he decided to travel because he had ‘‘no job.””__
Ball’s travels took him to North
Carolina’s |
Appalachian Mountains where he spent a year

studying local folklore. He went on to Ireland and

Britain where he
picked up many stories and @
feeling for their origins.
f
When he returned to California, Ball. studied

acting in Sen Francie tnd Seay
a
folk stories that had sparked
his imagination.
Momentum began as invitations started i
|
from local
started as

orofession

schools

and

art centers. What
urning into a full-time
Oe,

2
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Guitarists finger tunes
Three guitar virtuosos
will
rform at the Eagle
House
leater, Friday and Saturday at 8

The Oberlin Dance Collective, a

moder

dance company considered

by one critic from New
“Village Voice” as ‘‘one

crispest,

Quilts ©

common
names.

® Continued
from page 23
“It’s just a matter of how you want

them,”’ Costley said.
ley’s lap quilt titled, ‘‘Amish
Baskets,’’ a smaller work titled
“Amish Kitten,” by Marilyn Zizza,
anda quilt by Debby cra ae titled,
“Amish Variation,’’ are all pieces influenced by the Amish quilt-making
t radition ‘
.
The Amish
eS
eee te
dark colors, A lot of their designs are

very austere: Amish quilting is enjoy-

ing

a

now

so

a

lot

of

modern
quilts
contain § their
characteristics of solids and large
»”” Costley said.
quilts in the exhibition were titled by the a
The titles =
simple yet they
a person muc
about the work.
‘Broken Dishes,” from the collection of Marilyn Zizza, was designed in

a

si

cross-

pattern and dates

back to the 1800s.
“It’s a utilitarian quilt, meaning it
was meant to be — =. than serve
as a showy quilt that people just
brought out for company. In a richer
home it might have been called
‘‘Broken Crystals,”’ Costley said.
Many of the older quilts have been
handed down through families. These
carry religious and political titles, suggesting the thoughts and values of the
era
a

“‘Jacob’s Ladder, although a newer

quilt, gets its name from

the Bible, a

Marc
20 h
& 21
Friday & Saturday
AN
NING OF
GUITAR ARTISTRY

Featuring Three

Acoustic Guitar Virtuosos
° Duck Baker

engagingly

intellectual companies around,’
will be performing Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Van Duzer
Theater.
Founded by Brenda Way, ODC
tours nationally,
performing
wo.
pieces choreographed by
ay, Katie Nelson and Kimi
Okada.
ODC will also offer a number of
dance workshops. Thursday, they
will hold a Beginning Modern
workshop from 9-ll a.m., and

modem dance at ie

to

most

source

of

In the older

older
days

pattern

they titled

uilts after political things like
Ocrat Rose and Sermon’s March,’’
Costley said.
In addition

to

the

variety

of bed

uilts, lap quilts, wallhangings and
clothing there are the ever-popular
sampler quilts. A sampler 9
is
designed in ‘ea blocks, with each
square being different from the next
one.
‘Friendship
Cross-Stitched
Sampler’?
was
made
by June
Dokwieler, Gery Furi, Carol Valdez
and Ramona Vallee for their quilting
instructor, Edith Goggin.
‘*We just wanted to do it for Edith,”’
Geri Furi, a quiltmaker and student of
Goggins said.
“It took us 10 hours just to do one
of the

borders

and

about

The Redwood Empire Quilters Guild
meets the first Thursday of every
month.
In addition, Edith Goggin

teaches other quilting classes.
‘‘We started
going because we hate
Monday Night Football. We’ve made a
and we have a good

time

together.
“Tt think most everyone who has
ee
in here was taught by
Edith,”’ Furi said.
The exhibition will run through
March 28. Gallery hours are weekdays
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and 10 a.m. to

—

on

Saturdays.

Tickets for each workshop will be
$2.50 students, $3.50 general, $1
seniors, and will be available at the
University Ticket Office only.

. Tickets

for

the

ODC

performances are available at the
University Ticket Office; the New
Outdoor

Store,

Arcata;

and

The

Works Eureka, for $10/$8 general,
$8 /$6 students and seniors. Seating

is reserved.

Admission

Now.”’

He

performs

finger-

picked versions of Beatles tunes,
pop standards, jazz classics and an
assortment of common rags and
blues.
Duck Baker plays a flamenco
guitar he calls Lois and a string
guitar called Doris. His repertoire
includes jazz, swing, blues, ragtime,
country, soul, bluegrass and rhythm
and blues.
Tickets are $10 and available only
at the Eagle House Box office.

P.M. Jazz Band swings
The P.M. Jazz Band will be
holding its annual spring concert
Saturday in the Fulkerson Recital
| Hall at 8 p.m.

jazz standards such
Things
You
Arte,”

Two
original
one-act
plays,
written and directed by students will
be performed Friday, Saturday and
“The

album out titled ‘‘Fingers Don’t Fail
Me

The free concert will feature jazz

Student plays shown

Sunday at
Theater.

p.m.
Peppino D’Agostino, a native of
Italy who recently debuted in San.
Francisco,
has released several
albums through
Kicking Mile
Records and has a_ recording
contract with New Jersey based
Shaneke Records.
Dale Miller, currently
with
Kicking Mule Records,
has - an

ranging from bebop and swing to
rock and sambas as well as a few

a year to

make the quilt. But she is our teacher
and we just wanted to do something
special for her,’ Furi said.

lot
of friends

Intermediate
Modern
from
11
a.m.-1 p.m., in Van Duzer Theater.
Saturday,
Intermediate
to
Advanced Modern will be held from
1-3 p.m. in the Old Creamery
Dancenter.

p.m.

8

Generic

in

Male”

Gist

Hall

is a dark

comedy written by Charles D.
Thomas, a theater arts major who
has written fifteen plays, most of
which were produced and directed
in high school. It is directed b
Sherry Anderson
‘“‘Home Away,”’ was written by
D.S. Weitz, and is directed by Mike

Lager. .

as ‘‘All the
and
‘‘Just

Friends.’’
The band is under the direction of
Larry Engstrom, music instructor,
who is filling in for Gil Cline,
currently earning a doctorate in
Eugene, Oregon.
Soloists will include Axel
Anderholm on alto sax, Liz Wenzel
on trumpet, Greg Paxton on drums
and Mark Condran on piano.
Engstrom will be featured on
trumpet.

An album featuring the best of
the P.M. Jazz Band will be on sale

at the concert for $7.

is

Ask About
COMEDY NIGHT

March 25th
Wednesday
Kelly
Montieth
"As seenon the
Johnny Carson

: Dale Miller

Show & Headlining at Harrah's

Doors Open at 7:30 p.m.
Show Starts at 8:00 p.m.

TWO SHOWS

General Admission $10

York’s
of the

Tahoe.”

7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
General Admission $10

the Lumberjack’s

_averprinting
new

Service.
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At
6
feet
tall,
Lisa
Harper
leaps
A BIG leap eclipsing a 59-year-old Humboldt
ie-foototall
wLisa Harper

;

doesn’t believe that beis a disadvatitage, at least not to her.

ing

team ae

oO

63-88 victory over Southern Oregon, in which she

od

point in last Sat

*s

won the long jump with a leap of 18-feet-2', ecli
sing the longest held record at Humboldt State. The
revious record, a 17-10% jump by Elta Cartwright
ted tig
n ane - stood = ve a

so won the

t

ump

while Hnishing second in the oli.

‘1 feel

pretty good,”’ said

Harper

a

ump

about her new

hard on my long
récord. ‘‘I have been working
jump was that
the
that
think
jump, but 1 didn’t
good.
“*f use the hitch-kick jumping style. That’s like
in the air,”’ she explained. ‘‘1 don’t know
running
how If
learned it.’’
WhenHarper was 8 years old, her father used to
take her to all-comers’ meets, where he participated
in the shot put. It was about this time that she joined a track and field team and eventually participated in the Junior Olympics, competing in the
800-yard run.

in the seventh grade, she ran with the cross-

¢

School.

Scho in bureka, Where |
and 800-yard runs. ‘‘At

tell me that | am too short to long
jump,”’ she said, ‘‘but that’s when | mostly want to
prove to them that they’re wrong.”’

Harper proved her

ata

—

runner;’’

see

og

was no

acl

er

ar

Harper said. ‘1 did fot

;

~

event.

din the /
if
ist a
4,

arted long

jump Ble

reasonwhy she

ust

:

yeas th COs

a long jumper.’’

lil ha agen os ?

wasnot until

den foor thd

{

Pee
oas

have

a

ump.

wor

ty good when |
said. ‘‘1 just

time,”’
de

to be

cammendions. ;

tiaee

waned 1 fete ta cold
**]

at a

the Redwoods that iQ

Not vase eg win, on ao
ump

m

hid in bot

‘‘Fromt

on

id,

chose

ot

on

ita

*s meet,”

"t think the jump was that

good.
Out of the three a
jumps allowed,
Harper marked 17-5 in
jump.
‘‘I was not
satisfied,’’ she said, ‘‘so | took the
third jump.”’
But Harper is used to competing in more than

oe
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Although
it was
mage, coach Carsten
he results were anything but stellar.

Two HSU boats or ‘‘shells,” in the
novice |
four-man divi-

sion and the novice open eight-man.

,
R
N
U
o
t
o
g
order, an Jennifer Mealoy —
Backit

The HSU women’s

tennis team takes

a deceptive 0-2 record into 4 four-

match round robin tournament this
weekend at the University of NevadaBoise

State,

San

*ss
le
members of the
Athletic

Jose

State,

College

Junior

Rosa

et

UNR

are

nents. None are
Northern California

Conference,

in

which

the

*Jacks placed third in 1986 with their

best season a
Fred Siler nor assisNeither
tant coach Lisa Whitt have any tournament predictions.

have a foe

‘‘We don’t exactly

ce in tennis,’’ Siler

owever, Whitt expects
said jokingly.
host UNR to be a principal challenge.

This season’s start is not necessarily

indicative of how 1987 will be for the
team, which has returnees in the t

three slots and strong newcomers fill-

only NCAA
menemst *Jacks’
“Sacks”
conference favorite

loss came
UC Davis,
ich whitewashed HSU 9-0 March 6.
The non-conference match the following oon
a 5-4 loss to Shasta Col
of Redding, the top women’s team in
its conference the past few years.
are just
strengths
‘Davis’
Whitt said ae
phenomenal,’’
“it’s such a big school a
Pct
t has a
selection to pick from.’’

None of the matches against Davi

went three sets — moreover, the closest

match was 6-0, 6-1. Among the three

oe" to ae
one
game against
vis was Michelle Griffin, the fouryear veteran No. | player.

Griffin has a standout serve-andvolley
play on a team that s
eS
primarily on baseline play, Whitt said.

Griffin,

in descending

“‘pro-

bably pod most consistent, mentall

,

yer,” Whitt said — and Vi-

vian
Romero. Both have had at least
two years’ experience on the team.
“The first three spots are really
solid,’” Whitt
said.
Griffin, Mealoy and Romero went
three sets in matches against Shasta
players, with Griffin and Romero winning theirs. Griffin’s 7-6, 6-7, 6-3 win
came against Wendy Salt, who went
undefeated in regular season play last
year as the Knights’ No. 5 player.
“The rest of the ladder is really

ps
oe said. Le bottom five
pla
are
being juggled.
Riready
newcomer Sara Major has
moved from No. 7 to No. 6 on the lad-

der, and challenge matches this week
may bring more adjustments. As it
stands, former track runner Stephanie
Dickenson is No. 4, followed by Julia
Carroll, Major, Terry Hostedler and
Sheri Carter.
Of the three doubles teams —
Griffin-Mealoy, Romero-Dickenson
and Major-Carroll — only the No. 3
team won against Shasta. Major and
Carroll defeated Lynn Goul
and
Jennifer Zerull 6-2, 6-3.
“Everyone’s
playing really well,’’
Whitt said. ‘‘They’re really hardworking; they go out and give it their
best shot. I think everyone’s pretty
solid.’’
potential
Besides Davis, Whitt sees
Cal
from
coming
challenges
conference
Francisco
San
and
Hayward
State
State.
An NCAC match against Sonoma
State, originally scheduled as the .
season opener, was moved to April 4
after being rained out.

"

writer

No. ‘4’ lucky for Watkins

iijiise fiigiatl
rie UL 1

By Viek! Kite

4-1
3-2
21/2-21/2
21/2-21/2
2-2
2-3
1-3
1-3
1-4
0-4

Coed Thurs,

. Argyle Sox

2.
3.
4.
5.

in NCAA championship

By Andy Wiox

If wrestler Robert Watkins believes

in lucky numbers, his is probably the
number ‘‘4,”’
Watkins, the Western Regional
champion in the 167-pound weight
class, entered the March 6-7 NCAA
Division I] National Championships at
South University of Edwardsville, Iil.,
as the fourth seed. Watkins then won
four of his six matches to become the

fourth-place All-American.
In the finale of the physical education major’s wrestling career at HSU
two

contests

margins.

Fifth-seeded

were
Brad

lost

by

small

Morris

of

Michigan’s
Ferris College edged
Watkins 9-8 in overtime on an escape
in first-day action.
In Watkins’ last match, Jeff Randall
of Omaha
College in Nebraska
capitalized on a stalling point and a
penalty point to defeat Watkins 3-1.

going against,” he said.
Watkins won the other four matches
9-5, 4-2, 7-6 and 9-5,
Bill Defenbaugh, who earned a
wildcard berth in the 134-pound division in the Western Regionals at UC
Davis, fell to Andy Leier of the University of North Dakota, the eventual
second-place finisher, 13-7 in his first
match.
In his second contest, Defenbaugh
was eliminated when he fell 12-5 to
Dean Branstetter of Indianapolis
University.
Defenbaugh

was

but not discouraged
mance in Illinois.

dissatisfied

by,

with,

his perfor-

5-0
3-2
2-3
1-3
1-4

Wantabees
Heitthtyme
Inebriates
NY Knights

The North Coast Bocy Building Contest is less than a month
away! Are you pumped
yet! The next two informational
sessions
are at 7:00 p.m. in the UC Game Room on Marchi 9th and 26th.
This Sunday is the Sub-4/Short Course Triathlon! Fun
4 All!
Only 5 bucks per entrant. 1/2 mile swim, 12 mile bicycle,
3 mile
road run. Sign up by this Friday.
Ali Volleyball captains swing by the IM Office and talk to Mark.

Very important!

Fifth Annual Humboldt Invitational Karate Championships to be
held in the East Gym Saturday March 28th. Admission
is $3. To
enter, contact Mark in the IM office.
Coming Soon: Sub-4/T.N.T. Toughest NorthCoast Trialthon,
. Sunday April Sth; Korbel Tennis Classic, April 10-12.
“Budweiser Sportperson of the week": The award this

week goes to the friendly phone-caller, John Horstein. Besides
calling each week to cheer up the IM office staff, John captains

three undefeated teams, plays soccer and is one of only three

Watkins, who finished the season
with a 44-8 record, said he did not have

any particular reservations prior to the

tournament.
**] was confident about the meet and
didn’t think too much about who I was
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“The etid justifies the

only the Associated Students

responded. Lumberjack Enterprises and the University

mean...”
«Nicolo Machiavelli

Center have rejected the new

The fate of the A.S. student
em
union hangs in the
balance. Will we have student
slavery or student solidarity
next year?

Our time has come. We must
now decide if we wish to throw
in more quarters for the games
of adversaries. The first game
ended with the resignation of
the union coordinator last

Those same anti-student auxiliaries can raise food prices,
dormitory housing costs, and
UC fees without a student vote,
but fail to provide an income
that can better offset those

costs. In fact, just two years
ago, LJE gave its permanent

employees raises while lowering
student wages.
Current

get woes across

the campus further threaten

quit because he was fed

student assistant positions and

wages as students seem to be
everybody’s favorite sacrificial

up with a government he felt
he could not trust. Some

a
wy feds ene
are equa
up, chargin
their appointee didn't ac- ,

lambs when the

complis anything.
"Chacees and countercharges
regarding the government, the
union or the resigned coordinator are moot points. |

The question is not whether

the union deserves to survive;

but whether student employees
deserve to survive.
Consider the facts.
In response to the overwhelming student vote that
established the union and a
$4-per-hour minimum wage for
on-campus student employees,

ax falls.

Serious proposals to raise t
minimum wage are being advanced elsewhere. The U.S.
Senate labor subcommittee proposed a $5.34 minimum after
noting inflation since 1967.
would require a wage in excess
of $6-per-hour to maintain the
same buying power.
.
Student solidarity offers stu-

.

Hypocritic oath lives

> oatn
Ms
|! = Pts cary seta ltl not s
sovertimed
when interpreting
tal,

Alistair McCrone decides to

switch to semesters anyway.

It’s easy to give up on stu-

dent government when it

becomes a

nt our current

3

leader’s biggest legislative in-

itiative of the year is to take
away from us the right to vote
on changes in the Associated
Students Constitution — all so
a shotgun marriage can be

quietly arranged between the

A.S. and the University Center.

If you think things are bad
here, however, consider how
students at a Mexican university felt when, in 1968, their

peaceful rallies calling for

or

beaurocratic

ply snumes, 4s",

lagi

Teeneetee

ru

i

the schoo

vironmental Pollution aS

Ai

hows more of :
y like olumns
that. So ike hers
;
nee
ox

ept.
’

official claiming innocence is assumed

.

to be guilty as sin. I observe, these

days, one has a much better chance of

same level as it was this year,

events correctly on this Gaudent vote
a
d.
wha
ae td ona "i in atid, barring
“Frank
.
x
month, students
.
issues:
crucial
chauvinism
Criticism is

bureaucratic red tape aside,

baugh’s

student solidarity must survive.

negative

dent employees their only

defense. At the very least, the

union should be funded at the

Political ‘‘ends’’ and

interpreting

basis than by believing

I haven’t been following Terti Car-

university reforms were met by
gunfire.

You'd think those students,

afraid for their very lives,
would give up. For a few years
they apparently did.
Then, two months ago, they
made their move by shutting

down the university for three
weeks. This time, the students
were so well
nized they
won virtually all of their
demands, such as increasing the
a.
ae by an ex-

traordinary
percent.
If our colleagues in Mexico
could achieve such a formidable victory against such
difficult odds, surely we at
HSU have the smarts and per-

pra » ‘Keep UC ho
ces reasonable
and get McCrone to really
listen to us.

presidency

criticism

closely tis
the

Legislative Council has r
her in The Lumberjack

Students speak — win me
It’s easy to believe students
views aren’t taken seriously at
HSU -when we vote overwhelmingly to keep the quarter
system — and President

corporate

ponte." One

i

a

week.
He

minimum wage.

A a

ee

hee

-

ste ae ie
Year, Chancellor ‘has ee

Student

ed about *s done a.

increase its fee by
5

-

ace
volunteer position at
, treated us to some very curious

fr
Peydor toto justity
r hil Paydon
the firjustify the
Dire
‘Brrecto
ing and to counter complaints against
the station printed in The Union in Ar-

eata’s Feb. 20 guest opinion column.
.

Stat

It is sail

examine her pronouncements,
from the Lumberjack article.
: “No one was fired.”

‘‘would

11:55 a.m.

Station

management

volunteer

often has difficulty getting

to particular

to commit

DJs

DJs’

the

as

serve

time

slots.”” Appropriate for students and
ot *.
new hes ge og perhaps;
propriate

for

a

oe

nt

broedcast four times with

increase, only

was merely ‘‘dismissed’’ from
We
his KHSU post by the program director
for not signing her ‘‘acceptance
form.” The purpose of the form? It
contract...

Statement:
‘‘The 11:55 (a.m.)
newscast was not an attempt to inconvenience Dr. Wallace.’’ It was ‘‘an
attempt to accomodate increased
enrollment in the KHSU news program.’’ In the past, KHSU news was
usually broadcast at four times: 7:30
a.m., 3 p.m., 4:50 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

aculty

member who has unfailingly commit-

ted himself to once- or twice-weekly

a switch from 3

no

p.m. to

This awkward time slot dur-

ing the weekday classical music prorams often

forces

program hosts to

nterrupt their recordings or to play irrevelent ‘‘fill music’ up to news time.
At the end of the 5-minute news, even
the mildest-mannered of classical DJs
must sometimes cut off the newscaster
in mid-sentence to make way for a
satellite broadcast exactly at noon.
Then why put KHSU news at 11:55
a.m.? The motivation is obvious.
Wallace and others prevented the staff
from oe

an unannounced cutback

of National
Public Radio evening
news, so the staff sought revenge. One
can just hear management minds busil
plotting. (So they want news, do the
All right then, we'll give them KHSU

broadcasts for the past five years?
Hardly.
Statement: Wallace ‘‘had concerns,
but he didn’t come to me or (Station
Manager) Dale Bolton and ask us.’
Wallace’s concern was to continue his
customary Saturday opera broadcasts
after the close of the Metropolitan

news

ht

d .. .

in

the

middle

classical programs!)

of

their

Please
see KHSU page 30

Student rights violated by CSU policy
By Chris Roeck!

The Lumberjack believes Truitt’s tiring violates
his due

The California State University’s policy of not
allowing student newspapers to endorse political
candidates and propositions in a public election
violates student editors’ constitutional rights.
More than two years ago The Lumberjack
began its
fight to have this right, after the firing of
an

Editor

Adam

Truitt

measure

in November

A court date has been set for April 17 in Hum-

factual events

exists.
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The court ruled use of money

student editors.
This viewpoint is supported by two federal
court rulings that deal with student newspapers.
In the 1974 decision of a
vs. Taylor,
the federal district court said, ‘‘When The Daily
Tar Heel adopts a position on a given subject, it
acts more as an i
ndent newspaper thana
state agency. The position is that of its editors and
writers and
not that of the university or state
government ... there is simply a governmental
subsidy of a forum wherein others may express
their views.”’
The other case, Kania vs. Fordham, was heard
by the 4th Circuit Court of
Appeal which in 1983
said the student newspaper ‘‘is not, and is not
perceived as, the official voice of those whose student fees support it’’ and ‘‘the university is not attempting to utilize the paper as a means for
disseminating an official ideology.”’
So when the state or the A.S. subsidize the.

F. ee
ee
4 dispute over

content-independent Lumberjack, there is no control exercised by the state or the A.S. in the
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editorial positions taken.
ever nani
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Ge

passed.

because those positions represent the views of the

boldt County Superior Court where The Lumberra
wee
inst the CSU Board of
rustees,
admi
tors and faculty, the
Associated Students and the HSU chapter of the
Republicans.
Last Friday, The Lumberjack
filed its
tten by Lumberjack Attorney Ar- .
arguments,
nie Braafladt, in a request for a ‘‘summary judg- :
ment 9

|

by state and

‘‘offended’’ a constitutional principle requiring
government impartiality in elections.
However, political endorsements made by independent student newspapers like The Lumberjack are not endorsements by the government

A

By —
of the case,

rights guaranteed

federal constitutions because it is based on
misinterpretation of the California Supreme
Court case that is the basis for the CSU’s policy.
In that case, Stanson v. Mott, state park
employees printed campaign literature and made
speeches at state expense to’ get a state bond

lawsuit was filed in Humboldt County
Court after Truitt endorsed political canand propositions in the November 1984
general election.
During the past two years, The Lumberjack has
tried to settle the lawsuit by negotiations with the
CSU and through the legislature with a bill that
would have allowed The Lumberjack, and all
other CSU newspapers, to endorse with unsigned
editorials in the name of the newspaper.
The CSU turned down all settlement attempts
and the bill was vetoed by the governor.
Now the battle lines have been drawn between
The Lumberjack and its oppostion and the case
will be decided by a judge.
Su
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This is opposite of the Stanson case, where state
representatives used state funds to influence the
outcome of an election.
The Lumberjack also believes the
CSU
has established to endorse,

icy the
based on

misinterpretation
of the Stanson case, violates the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and
Article 1, Section I of the state constitution.
The personal signature requirement, prohibition

on

endorsements

in

the

name

of

the

newspaper and disclaimer requirement are
unallowable intrusions into the discretions and
—

of The

Lumberjack’s student editorial

staff.
Editorial processes, such as the determination

of the format and manner in which endorsements

are published,

are protected

by the state and

federal constitutions.

In the 1974 case Miami Herald Publishing Co.
vs. Tornillo, the U.S. Supreme Court said, ‘‘The
choice of material to go into a newspaper, and the
decisions made as to limitations on the size and ©
content of the
paper, and the treatment of public
issues and public officials — whether fair or unfair — constitute the exercise of editorial control

and judgment.’’
The court also said, ‘‘It has yet to be
demonstrated how governmental regulation of
this crucial process can be exercised
consistent
with First Amendment guarantees of a free press
as they have evolved at this time.’’
Last June a federal court ruling in Sinn vs. Dai- Nebraskan said, in a decision partially based on
the Miami Herald case, a student newspaper’s
a ‘‘rejection of an advertisement is a constitutional-

ly protected editorial decision (and is in no way)
diminished by state support or subsidization.”

Please see LAWSUIT page 30
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_ What gives way when social and

moral issues collide?

That’s the case this weekend as

students prepare to take the ‘“‘Humboldt Challenge,’’ an entertainment
extravaganza

promoting

fun

os excessive alcohol consumpon.
The donations of a local CocaCola bottler made this event possible, but the soda’s availability in
South Africa means its corporate
disinvestment from an economy
that supports apartheid has not yet
occurred.
Coca-Cola has become the pat
answer to the funding problems of
student events, enjoying a virtual
monopoly as the chief sponsor of
Lumberjack Days and other events.
Supporters of HSU’s Free South
=

movement

are upset

about

this.
When

two

face-to-face
mean

one

serious

like
must

issues

this,

it

come

doesn’t

succumb

to

the

other. The Challenge could be
delayed; graduation night might

© Continued from page 27
Of course, balanced against this lack

accomplishments

documented

is

a_well-

series of ethical and con-

stitutional violations which have made

for good Lumberjack stories but not
for a good president. Her answer: Who
cares?
Still, whay recall her? A third of the
—_
is gone. Isn’t it kind of late?

oO.
the

A president must be accountable to
students for the entire term. It

shouldn’t be that a president can ‘‘survive’? until March and then be assured
students will let her or him stay in office simply because it’s late.
The oe process will begin after
the recall

election. We must remember

who it was that asked every A.S. program to take acut while enjoying a sti—

double that of any previous presi-

ent.

In essence, a recall election is a vote
of confidence or lack thereof. Do you
believe Terri Carbaugh is the best person for the job? Or might Vice President Al Elpusan do better?
Whatever your decision, please
people put
make sure to vote. A lot of
their
put
hundreds
and
hours
in a lot of

signatures on the line — all to give you

the opportunity to vote on these important

Issues.

Ethan Marcus
Senior, Spanish

Carbaugh, recall boring
The Lumberjack and its editor don’t

have

much

good

to

say

ship

was ac-

as a sponsor, if the sponsor-

remains

organizers

of

the

Challenge
will be

te

res

the

facts,

Humboldt

for the

repression it represents.
It’s time they start correcting —
instead of compounding <= tale
mistake. I strongly urge everyone to
donate to this event immediately.
Donations should be sent to:
University Center at HSU, Humrey Challenge Committee, Arcata
With

quick,

str

su

|

re

hope we can Ming
Coke
connection. After all, things go better
with hope....

Goodbye, Peter
Congratulations are in order for
Peter Pennekamp, who will be
working for the National Endowment for the Arts.
Washington,
D.C. could use
more good men and women these
days. It just got one of ours.

about

Terri
Associated Students
Carbaugh.
True, she hasn’t done a single thing
tb help HSU’s-student body. True, she
President

tive boob to become A.S, president on

this campus. Why bother recalling her?
Who cares? I don’t; I’m only writing
this letter because I’ve got a few
minutes to kill before Wheel
tune.

encourage
teacher with his wishes
and ask
could be a sew-er. I suggested
might be a girl in his class
em
want to trade places

if he
there
who
with

What emerged from him then was
a stream of words all connected to

only got elected because she was a cute
blonde
with a good public relations
campaign. But hey, a recall?
Terri’s not the first clueless, ineffec-

Letters
of

evil intent when eee

fear — the awesome fear of being
singled out for
being different. Con-

sequently, Nathan

What if we, as students, refused to
buy anything from the bookstore until

we

are

Brad Tucker

Bookstore boycott urged
The time has come for the students
to regain the control we once had over
the University Center, particularly the

bookstore.
Enjoying a monopoly on campus
book sales, the bookstore has decided
it can charge whatever it pleases for the

given

a fair

price?

Then,

perhaps, the administration and the
bookstore would think twice before
deceiving the very people they are be-

ing paid so hands

of For-

Sophomore, undeclared

the less dif-

ficult
path of anonymity and remained
a soldier. | couldn’t shake
the sadness I felt at this decision.
It remained on my mind several
weeks later as I sat in a religious

to serve.

Tracy

production
night, was exciting, exhausting
gratifying; We learned a great
from the experience and are now
ing ‘‘final’’ revisions baséd
responses to this production.
Thanks for being part of it.
.
Jane

Students for Progressive Action

Review appreciated
Nelson Enns.and I would like
to express our appreciation for the kind
review Carlie Sawyer gave our new

i;

Catch
the rave: Coke

facts of South
*s
repressive
cova
nels,
TK
oe
people did when Hi
came to
power.
Though there was probably no
-

Letters policy
y cnaiianed wnt so more tanweece

musical, ‘‘Nothing Less That Love.’’ °

It is very gratifying to know we were
successful in conveying the impact of
the mother-daughter relat
the

women we interviewed shared
with us.
The whole process of mounting this

Trepel—Writers

FEATURES:

Susynne MoEWone-Editor:
Vicki Kite—Writer

Sawyer-Editor:

ants:

Jenny Brand, Rob Casebolt, nese Stepner—Writers
Fernando Aguirre, Andy Wilcox-Writers

a

maar

FORUM: _
.
GRAPHICS: Phytis Quackenbush,
Terry Torgerson, Tom
Debra King

now! No fee increase is acceptable as

long as the students continue to be ripped off at the bookstore: ~~

Tanya Shahood
~*~

Aone Teteririat—
Manager

Hill

Director,
Dell Arte

texts they know we must buy. The pro-

fit from outrageously overpriced book
sales is squandered by employing one
manager for every 2.3 employees and
by spending thousands of dollars on
advertising. Why does a monopoly
need to
advertise?
Even the inflated prices for books
might be acceptable if we could sell
them back at the end of the semester
for a realistic price, instead of the
chump-change and a handshake we
now receive.
So, as the bookstore coffers swell
with the students money, we are asked
to pay $35 more in fees to keepthe UC
on its feet. There is a correlation here.
The profit from the bookstore
should go to the programs that directly
benefit the students, not into reserve
funds that lay permanently fallow ‘‘in
case of emergency.’’ The emergency is

and
deal
makon
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are to be heard on KHOU.
course
there is still much that is worthwhile,
interesting and educational. But staff:
members have shown themselves

‘atid
such times,
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inadequate
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to

is the most important

| by a public

on to

with

of the sta-

tion’s “‘m
programming. t team’s”
‘Reviewing
KHSU
most the
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ts in this field, we

ing

from
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music, which to many listeners
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of the station and is likely to take aity
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within the
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terfore with the editor's discretions and functions
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because of Wallace’s fir-
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And

‘‘Capt.””

so the station blunders

Paydon and her team finall

disgrace ’
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Orr Marshall is a Eureka resident and .

while, to fill the gaps, the Krrcr7 subscriber.

university and the student-newspaper staff.
Editorial and opinion columns receive the most
_legal protection and the disclaimer Truitt did run
ae
ee
of The Lumberjack from
the state
S.

are those of the State of California.

means of disassociation.

could renanedly conclude the editorial opinions

§""g--ond the fear of Kability for a judgment for
is

unfounded

as

to

the

content-

endorsement restric. = “The CSU and the A.S. are not liable for
toms are justified by 2 compelling state interest 1 sterial appearing in The Lumberjack
in that the
and the challenged
method
the “least
means of achieving
that is interest.

finan-

rs

tect the A.S. and the state from liability for
defamation.
First there has been no showing that the public
is et as to =F
of S student
news
orsement. It is improbable
a reader _

defamation

en

E

editors control
the content,
and that control is the
f determining
liabili
Mesut
O° ly, Gctenn
ning wouldty. not be placed on
liability

i40 state because there is no direct employeeemployer or agency relationship between the

Truitt’s disclaimer was the least burdensome

It said the views were

those of The Lumberjack and not that of the A.S.

or the university.

Chris Roeckl, an
plaintiff in The
Lumberjack's lawsuit, isoriginal
a fournctism
senior
and ¢

former editor of The Lumberjack. He recently
received a Freedom of Information award for
for his
work on the case
the Northern California
Chapter of the
ty of Professional Jour”alists, Sigma Delta Chi.

AMERICA’S FAVORITE
HONKY-TONKER
brings

his specia
blend lof rythm &
ues and roadhouse ne

_

One Show Only

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
Don’t miss this Texas
as he rips through
red hot original
like s“Givin’ It Up For Your Love’,
“Take Me To The River’, “Jealous King”, and
“Back to Louisiana”.
“.. The

shot-and-a-beer

spirit

of

a

jumping

Texas

Roadhouse on a hot Saturday night. Delbert can rock the
|
house with the best of them.”
— Don McLeese, Chicago Sun-Times.
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and tang? — Mowgil 3/18

Wolflette—1
AM a... uh...never mind
Sndacaan
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wintery,”
you.... you

or is it Hoovers? — Wolf 3/18

J—Tholessthe candoistakeyouto
the Humboldt Challenge. It’s great danc-

ing for free. —GW 3/18

— Thank you

your

support. You are truly a great man. With

and respect, the Humboldt Challenge
ate

commen

My fellow fish — The Humboldt Challenge?

SOBER on a Saturday
night? Aw, no
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By GARY LARSON

Be

Challenge!
9 p.m., at the East Gym. Be

there or be square! Ha freel 3/18

Billy
— Hey lover! It's been one month and

let you catch me when I’m staring at you.
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